
IOT Hacks Are on the Rise, 83% of Routers Are Vulnerable
As an increasing number of devices gets connected, the vulnerability of your network and end devices grows 
exponentially. With the growing frequency of cyber-attacks operated by botnets it becomes a significant challenge 
to monitor, prevent, detect, provide a response and eliminate security breaches in real-time, while keeping the 
operating expenses low. How can a small business or a branch office keep up with the treats and protect itself 
against privacy intrusions and data loss?

 
Inseego Secure™ provides a real-time solution
Inseego Secure is a security platform that helps to resolve top privacy and security concerns by offering real-
time detection, prevention and response of a wide-range of threats. Inseego’s MiFi mobile hotspots are the only 
mobile hotspots in the market that offer this advanced feature as an on-device agent that can mitigate constantly 
evolving cyber threats. This enables Inseego MiFi mobile hotspots with proactive threat mitigation capability 
making them the most secure wireless connection hotspots.

As Inseego Secure™ offers a fully automated real-time protection, no user intervention is required. In addition, 
Inseego Secure™ offers configurable content filtering, such as parental controls or content related policy 
enforcement. All in-service Inseego devices can be remotely upgraded to enable Inseego Secure™.

User friendly and intuitive dashboard provides real-time security insights 
for all your Inseego devices. You can see devices health status & location 
along with the detected attacks. The dashboard offers a view of the overall 
security health and suggestions for improvements.

Inseego Secure™ makes it easy to protect your home office network, 
detect and mitigate network and host intrusion threats in real-time.
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Benefits of Inseego Secure™
• Real-time network intrusion detection & prevention – proactive protection from IOT cyber threats

• Host intrusion detection – Zero-day protection

• Threat intelligence engine – AI-driven learning applied to all devices in real-time

• Wide range of cyber threat detection, prevention and response – virus-based, network-based
and newly discovered

• Policy enforcement – detect and enforce violations, set up content filtering

• Easy to use management platform and dashboard to monitor network, devices and configure settings

• Industry standard compliance with PCI DSS, APRA and ISO 27001

• State of the art cyber protection – machine learning cloud engine

• Lower operational costs by reducing emergency firmware upgrades

Learn more about how you can use Inseego Secure™ 
to protect your network and devices from cyber threats.


